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Joshua Proudfoot
Principal, Good Company
For the last 10 years, Joshua Proudfoot has led Good Company, a
sustainability research and management consulting firm, as a cofounder and co-principal to help over 70 organizations in the public
and private sectors evaluate, plan for and improve their triple bottom line. Joshua's primary role is supporting clients with market development, management programs, sustainability strategy and emissions reductions work for the transportation, renewable energy,
waste to energy, alternative fuels and electric utility industries.
In addition Josh currently serves as Chair of the Board of Directors
for three environmentally focused corporations. Cascade Sierra Solutions is a lending company that finances fuel efficiency and pollution control devices for the freight hauling industry. IB Roof is a
North American “cool roof” membrane manufacturer whose products reduce the need for cooling in commercial and industrial buildings. Renova Integrated Environmental Solutions is an international
renewable energy development company with active public-private
development projects in El Salvador.

Since Good Company’s inception in 2001 Josh has been a go to
person for Oregon public agencies to get the most current data,
applied practices and tools relating to sustainability. He has generously supported APWA with his time and that of this staff’s both
presenting and arranging sustainability related technical sessions at
chapter conferences. He has also made himself available to answer
questions and provide guidance to the Sustainability Committee
helping with their successful launch.
Josh’s work with Good Company supporting public agencies and
businesses by providing analysis, strategy and implementation services and tools relating to climate change, green house gas inventories, embodied energy of materials, alternative future fuels and
many other areas has made a profound impact on their vision and
operations and given substance to Good Company’s motto,
“Making Sustainability Work”.
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Economic Development
One of the core services of Good Company is to help companies and municipalities create successful business models based on triple bottom line values. Good
Company has assisted multiple companies serving public works to assess the sustainability and validity of their business practices and product offerings including
highly automated waste sorting and waste plastic to crude oil. In addition Josh
serves as Chairman of the board for Renova Solutions which brings waste management technologies to El Salvador which over time are transferred to the municipalities they serve. One of the objectives of Renova is to provide family wage
job opportunities and training to El Salvadorans.
Financial Stability
The work that Good Company does helps position municipalities and businesses
to make sustainable processes, practices and materials choices which can reduce
potential for exposure to the price volatility of unsustainable practices such as
intensive fossil fuel use.
Education
Josh has generously provided his time and expertise to Oregon APWA presenting
four times since 2008 on subjects including climate change, organic waste processing, processing of plastic wastes and the future of transportation fuels. In addition, as principal of Good Company Josh has supported presentations by his staff
at chapter conferences. Josh often presents nationally on a variety of sustainability
topics and helped develop and facilitate the Sustainability Peer Exchange hosted by
AASHTO which included participation by seven state DOT’s and FHWA.

COMMUNITY

Safety
As Chairman of the Board of Cascade Sierra Solutions Josh works to retrofit legacy Diesel freight trucks with fuel savings and emissions reducing technologies.
Each truck retrofit is estimated to eliminate $12,500 in health costs by reducing
asthma attacks and respiratory illness. The effects of diesel emissions on health
are most prevalent along corridors and major trucking routes which are the frequent workplaces of public works employees.
Enjoyment
While climate change and other environmental challenges present a serious and
potentially grave threat to society Josh brings a light heartedness to conversations
and presentations about science and applied solutions that keep the problem from
seeming overwhelming. Whether speaking to a client or a colleague Josh helps
public works professionals to find the enjoyment in moving sustainable strategies
and solutions forward.
Livability
From reducing harmful diesel emissions affecting neighborhoods bordering major
trucking routes to helping local governments move their operations towards carbon neutral. The root of Josh’s work as a sustainability professional is to improve
and maintain the livability of the planet in a way that supports social equity and
wealth creation.
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Pollution Prevention
Good Company has produced two commercial tools, the G3C Carbon
Calculator and G4C Carbon Construction Calculator, that are used by
multiple public agencies in Oregon to conduct green house inventories and
estimate and track green house gas emissions from construction projects.
These tools help agencies to make informed decisions regarding energy
use, construction techniques, materials choices and other purchasing decisions that affect green house gas emissions.
Natural Resources
Good Company, under Josh’s leadership, have worked with companies
such as Oregon based Agilyx, who process non-recyclable waste plastic
back to crude oil, to analyze the carbon intensity of their crude products
and provide objective data on the carbon savings of using up-cycled products. Good Company’s services help to validate emerging technologies
such as Agilyx’s plastic to crude process which reduces virgin fossil fuel
consumption and pollution generated from waste products.

Conservation
Josh supported the Oregon Department of Transportation with the development of a comprehensive and strategic sustainability plan and program.
The plan includes creation of Conservation and Alternative Resource
Teams, which will act as on the ground “Green Teams”, and integrates the
Oregon Conservation Strategy into ODOT’s daily work.
Energy Efficiency
Josh and the Good Company assembled the Engineer Procure Construct
private sector team as partners to the Oregon Department of Transportation’s Office of Innovative Partnerships and Alternative Funding to deliver
the first solar installation in the Federal Highway right of way through the
state of Oregon’s Solar Highway Program.
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